




Everyday Outdoor Dog Gear

The Long Paws range of performance dog gear is designed for people who 

appreciate the outdoors, enjoy being active, and love their dogs. 

Whether you spend your days hiking through the mountains, running along 

a sandy beach, or chasing squirrels up a tree, Long Paws will keep you 

secure, feeling comfortable, and enjoying yourself.

Isn’t that what you expect from your dog gear?

We offer a lifetime warranty on our Long Paws Range (see website for details).





Pet Water Bottles

250 ml 500 ml 750 ml

Releases 
water as your 

dog licks

Clean & 
hygienic

Clips to 
your bag 
or belt

Leak 
resistant

Stainless 
Steel 
Bottle

Free from 
harmful 

chemicals

The stainless steel water bottle releases water as
your dog licks. It’s perfect for outdoor walks and
as your dog drinks directly from their own bottle,
there is no need to carry a bowl.





Padded Rope Leash

The Long Paws Comfort Lead is ideal for highly active dogs.
They are sturdy, comfortable and secure, and they absorb
the shocks from boisterous dogs.

➜ Woven rope lead with a padded handle

➜ Shock absorbent rope with a little bounce

➜ High strength swiveling karabiner

➜ Clip latches closed to prevent runaways

➜ Clip is easy on fingers

➜ Extra ring on the 44in lead handle for attaching 
accessories or looping the lead

➜ Up to 190kg tensile strength

Specifications: 

➜ Orange; Green; Light Blue; Pink; Black/Orange  & 
All Black

➜ 75cm / 30 inches; 110cm / 44 inches

➜ Rope thickness: 12mm





Multi Purpose Training Leash

The new Long Paws Rope Training Leash is a high
strength, lightweight woven rope leash, with locking
karabiner clips, and adjustable for multiple uses.

➜ 5 length options allowing either freedom to 
move or close control depending on your 
walking / training needs

➜ Can be strapped over the shoulder for hands-
free walking

➜ Can be used as a coupler leash for two dogs

➜ Is the perfect tether to secure your dog while 
you're relaxing

Specifications:

➜ Max Length of 200cm / 80in

➜ 10mm rope thickness

➜ Strength tested to: 180kg

➜ Design: Grey/Black



Padded Slip Leash

The Long Paws Padded Slip Lead is a rope leash made

from ultra strong woven nylon, and with a loop that

can be placed directly over the dog's neck.

The padded handle helps prevents rope burn and the

rope has a small amount of spring that absorbs any

initial pulling shock. Comfortable to use whether out

walking or jogging.

Includes catches to prevent choking and escapes. 

Specifications:

➜ Length: 150cm / 59in

➜ Rope thickness: 13mm

➜ Strength tested to: 240kg

➜ Design: Grey/Black



Traffic / Car Tether Lead
The Long Paws Traffic Lead is a dual purpose lead.

You can use the lead to secure your dog in the car,

or for maintaining close control over larger dogs.

➜ Short, padded, strong grip, for tight

control

➜ Thread the car safety belt through the

handle when travelling in the car

➜ High strength karabiner clip

➜ Clip latches closed to prevent runaways

➜ Secure dogs to any safety belt

Specifications:

➜ Reflective band

➜ 30cm / 12 inches x 2.5cm / 1 inch width

➜ Up to 224kg tensile strength





Padded Collar
The Long Paws Comfort collar is ideal for active dogs who
appreciate extra cushioning around the neck.

➜ Woven nylon collar with comfortable neoprene 
padding

➜ Reflective weave for visibility in low light

➜ Secure high strength clip & welded D-ring

➜ Fully adjustable

Specifications:

➜ Black; Orange; Green; Light Blue; Pink

Size Neck size Collar Width
Tensile 

Strength

XS 23-29 cm / 9-11.5 in 1.5 cm / 0.6 in 70kg

S 28-42 cm / 11-16 in 1.5 cm / 0.6 in 119kg

M 34-52 cm / 14-19 in 2.0 cm / 0.8 in 224kg

L 42-62 cm / 15.5-23 in 2.5 cm / 1 in 250kg

XL 60-89 cm / 24-35 in 3.5 cm / 1.4 in 260kg





Padded Harness

Size Chest Size
For Dogs up 

to

Tensile 

Strength

XS 31-37 cm / 12.5-15 in 5 kg 70kg

S 38-56 cm / 15-22.5 in 17 kg 119kg

M 42-65 cm / 17-26 in 32 kg 224kg

L 58-78 cm / 23-31 in 41 kg 287kg

The Long Paws Comfort Harness is a secure and 
protective harnesses for active dogs. 

➜ Easy to fit step-in harness

➜ Woven nylon with reflective weave for 
visibility in low light

➜ Padded chest plate for comfort & protection

➜ Low neck to avoid chocking

➜ Fully adjustable for most shapes & sizes

➜ Secure high strength clip & welded D-rings

Specifications:

➜ Black; Orange; Green; Light Blue; Pink









Pet Tags
The Long Paws range of pet tags provides a touch of class to every dog and cat’s collar. The tags have been
crafted from iron and plated with either Nickel, Gold, or Copper. The metallic designs have been sandblasted to
provide an antique finish, while the colored tags have an enamel fill. The tags can be engraved either at our
warehouse or at your local engraving center.





TickPick
Ticks are small blood sucking creatures that can carry a number of infectious diseases and pass these on to
pets and humans. Diseases include Lyme disease and Babesiosis.

➜ TickPick lives on your keychain making sure you’re always ready to 
remove ticks when you find them

➜ Removes ticks safely without separating the mouth-parts

➜ Can be used to remove ticks from humans and pets of all sizes

➜ Safe and easy to use

➜ TickPick is a perfect addition to every dog parent, equestrian, 

or hiker’s keychain.

TickPick was developed with the help of the Worldwide 
Veterinary Service (WVS) and a percentage of the profits 
from sales will be donated to the WVS.  



+44 (0)203 794 2668

info@longpaws.co.uk

www.longpaws.co.uk


